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After the War 

1-iow <loes the cinemacic cl1ange our idea o f art? Citing Paul Valéry, Walter 
Benjamin begins his great 1934 essay on mechanical reproduccio11 witl1 tl1is ques

tion.1 Tl1e problem was not so much whether cinema is an art, the so-called sev

enth 011e, but ho\.v, starcing in the nit1eteenth century, it helped transform what 
\ve think art is, and in particular how one thinks in the arts or with tl1e arts . For 

Benjamin, ilie problem o f the cinematic was already inseparable from the whole 
question, at once aesthetic and policical, of how one thinks with the 11ew mass 
industrial audio-visual means of film and pro jection. 

We might think o f G illes Deleuze as taking up cl1is questio n again after World 

War I l, when there arose not simply a new cinem a in France but also new styles 
of thinking - a new ' image of thought'. The 'upheaval in general sensibility' that 

followed tl1e War would lead 'to new dispositions o f thought'. 2 Filmmakers in
vented new ways of thinking with film and pro jec tío n, at ilie same time as those 
in other domains started to invent related ideas, creating a whole new zone o f 

interference and exchange. Deleuze's two volumes o n cinema are a monumental 

attempt to see the new European cinema in terms o f this constellation, to isolate 

1 W. Benjamin, 'The Wo rk o f Art in the Age o f Mechanical Reproduction', in [//11minalions 
(trans. Harry Zohn), New York: Schocken Books, 1969. 

2 Such are the words that struck Deleuze in 'Correspondence with Dionys Mascolo', in 
Gilles Deleuze, Two Regimes of Madness: Texts and fnlerviews 1975- 1995 (ed. D avid 
Lapoujade, trans. Ames H odges and Mike T~'"> rmina) , New Yo rk: Semiotext(e), 2006, p.327. 
They ace also suggestive fo r his larger encounter with Maurice Blanchot and Marguerite Duras. 
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the notions of image, space and time they involved, and so show the distinctive 
ways filmmakers took part in tl1is larger mutation in thought 

Even though D eleuze wrote l1is study of cinema in the 1980s, the basic phi

losophical notio ns he uses go back to his 1956 essay on the p roblem of differ

ence in H enri Bergson, written ata time when Alain Resnais was making docu

mentaries like Var1 Gog/1 (1948), liis great study of the art:ist's suicide, as well as, of 

course, Night a11d Fog (1955). These ftlms "vould play a key role in Deleuze's analy
sis o f cinema, in particu lar by demonstrating the princip ie that ' the cinemato

graphic image is never in the present'. 3 D eleuze thought Resnais had perhaps 

gone the furthest with tl1is principie for, in his documentaries as well as in the 
fiction films he would go on to make, we find not only new kinds of images but 

also a new function for them: that of rendering a past, at once indeterminate and 
violent, irreducible to anyone's memory, any prise de conscie11ce. 

The War is thus a dividing point not only for Deleuze's inventory of new 

signs and images in cinematic t11inking, but also for his sense of a particular prob

lem in post-War philosophy and in his philosophy: the problem of the peculiar 
'time that takes thought'. 4 In effect, cinema makes visible the problem philoso

phy developed at the same time, for which Deleuze liimself would try to work 
out a new logic of 'events' and their sense. If, especially in France, post-War cin

em a developed in tandem with post-War phi.losophy, following its pec11liar twists 
and tums through p sychoanalysis and Structuralism, it was because, Deleuze sug

ges ts, post-War cinema was itself an original audio-visual way of thinking - a pe
culiar relation o f thought to aisthesis, a wl1ole aesthetics. That is why the great 

filmmakers needed to be confronted not simply with writers or painters but also 

with thinkers and questions of thought The signs and images they invented in
volved a new sense of what a creative image is ai1d what it means to tl1ink Even 

tl1e crisis in cinema brought on by television, and later by digital images, had to 
be posed on this aesthetic level - as a problem of images that don't force us to 

think or which keep us from thinking, as with the 'presentifying' tendencies 

3 Deleuze explicares this principie of the cinematographic image introduced in G11e111a 2, 
chapter 5, section 2, in G. Deleuze, T wo Rtgimes of Madness, op. cit. pp. 290-91. See Gilles D eleuze, , 
0 11i111a 2: L ímage-temps, Paris: Editions de Minuit, 1985; or Cinema 2: The Time-Image. 

4 Gilles Deleuze, Dijfertnct el repttilio11, Pacis: Presses Universica.ires de Fcance, 1968, p.216; 
my translation. For a ful! English translation of the text, see Dijfmnce and &petilio11 (trans. Paul 
Patton), New York: Columbia University Press, 1994; this note applies to p.166. At the end of 
his discussion of 'the image of thought', Deleuze captures with the words 'time into thought' che 
acgument he elaborares througho;.1t his :;rudy of cinema and the larger idea of 'aesthetics' it in
volves. Kant plays a key role in this rurn; see note 8. 
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Deleuze saw in m ost television. 5 He declared at the start of his study: 'What I call 

Ideas are images that make one think. '6 To write about cinema was to identify 

these images and to examine the larger 'apparatuses' or dispositifs ilirough whicl1 
cinema manages to pose them.7 T he problem of the new televisual-digital regime 

must be an.alysed in this way and not simply <media-logically', as more ge11erally, 
in Deleuze's approacl1 to tl1e question of technology, and in particular, to the 

problems of infonnation and control to which his study o f cinema led him. For 
machines, unlike simple mechanisms, always have an indetenninate sensory o r 

aesthetic comp onent, tl1rough whicl1 they participate in larger fields, larger sorts 

5 G. Deleuze, T wo Regimes of Mad11ess, op. cil., p.291. Deleuze's view of the way television 
tends ro 'presentify' evecything is not simply a guestion of its broadcast medium. One of 
Deleuze's first wcitings on cinema is his discussion of Godard's television work. The link be
tween 'present' and 1ive' is nevertheless important, as found r.oday in 'reality TV', for example. 

6 [bid. 
7 In this essay I reta.in the French term dispositijfor the manner in which cinematic space is 

put together. This sense of the term is part of the larger guestion of the ' regimes' of speaking and 
seeing that Deleuze extracts fcom Foucaulr in 'What is a dispositif?', in G . Deleuze, Two &gin1es of 
Mad11ess, op. tit., p.338. In cinema theocy, it might be saíd to belong to a series of notions o f the 
'cinema.tic apparatus' which descend fcom Marx, who stressed the ways in which automated pro
duction involves not simply forces but also relations of prcduction (or what Deleuze would call a 
'technical-social machi ne'). One vaoant is to be f ound in the Brechtian idea of 'Un!fo11klio11im,11g 
that Benjamín developed, through which an author, more than a genius-fabcicar.or of useless or 
autonomous works, becomes a 'producer' whose wock altees the larger 'appararus' of production 
and distribution in which it finds irself, posing the problem of the link between the 'collectivisa
tion' of the means of production and the control of the Party; see note 13. Another is the notion 
of 'apparatus' that Baudcy took over from Althusser's analysis of ideologies, where it is con
nected to an organisation of 'gazes' in the ceproduction of social roles. Deleuze starts instead 
from a notion of 'machine' in which 'desire' functions not as pcosthesis or projection of an inner 
~, but as itself a kind of 'programme' at wock in larger socio-technical arrangements, the func
bon of which is to undo the usual 'controllable' connectioos, for which he cites many artistic 
CXamples, notably Kurt Schwitter's Merzfaa11. See Gilles Deleuze and Félix Guattari, 'Balance 
Sheet-Program for Desi cing Machines', Semiotext(e), vol.2, no.3, 1977. With this example, one is 
close to the problem of cinema as a kind of 'ínstallation', as in the debates about how cinema 
'Went 'into the light' of the gallecy out of irs darkened room dispositif In this case, the cinema halJ 
or gallery is 'architecture', just when architecture itself is seen in tecrns of a given dispositif - the 
dackened room itself deriving frorn a theatrical diJpo.rilijtransfocmed by ope ra, the first modern 
mass form. Thus, f or example, when Barthes stresses that 'cinema' refers to a place as well as 
what is shown in it, he opposes the 'e roticísm' of that place to the awful familial setting of the 
television set. See Roland Barthes, 'On Leaving the Cinema'. Sartre stresses the 'democratic' ap
pe~ of the cinema hall to the hierarchical organisation of rhe bourgeois theatre in order to ex
~ain the source of his enthusiasm for it. See Jean-Paul Satce, ú.r Mols. To see such spaces as 
~lijs is to see them as arrangements o f sensibilia, which in tum can be analysed ín terms of 
their relation to what 'forces us to think'. By that criterion, many 'darkened room' expeciences are 
Obre intense than their equivalenrs in gallecies. 
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~f arra1~ger_nents - our. senses, our bodies, our brains. Cinema is a \vay of having 
ideas \\'lth unages that mtroduces a new cpsycho-mecl1anics', a ne~' way of affect
ing our nervous systems. Central to this arrangement was tl1e i.nvention of new 
determinations of space and time as forms of sensibility in relation to thinking. 
!\t the heart of Deleuze's analysis of cinematic images and tl1eir dispositifs, we find 
tl1e problem of a determination of a time no longer defmed by succession (past, 
present, future); of a space no longer defined by simultaneity (dis tinct elements in 
closed or framed space); and of a permanence no longer based in eternity (in
stead gi\ren as form of a complex variation).8 Such ,·vere cl1e new sorts images that 
post-\X.ar filmmakers gave us to think with and with 'vhich they started to work 
cl1emselves. 

Deleuze, then, might have responded to Valéry's ques tion i.n the followi.ng 
\vay. Ci11ema cl1anged the idea of art ilirough the 11ew 'vays it i.nvented to sl1ow 
or render movement and time, participating in a dis tinctive manner in a larger 
aescl1etics of duration, connected not simply with new technologies or new 
forces, but also witl1 new ways of thinking, new quest:ions and paradoxes, new 
politicaJ uses. Across all the arts, wl1ether cexpanded' or not, we see these 
cl1anges, tl1ese new sorts of determinations of space and time, this larger aesthet
ics, i.t1 which filmmaking, starting in its early spaces and with its early means, has 
played a key role.9 As with Benjamin, there \WS a11 element of the phílosophy of 
lrnmanuel Kant in this aesthetic field, but one that comes from Deleuze's new 
readillg of Kant, or his new idea of the sense in which we are still Kaotian. In
deed tl1e crucial distinction between time and movement elaborated in the books 
on cinema is first mtroduced in Dilfere11ce and Repetition (1968), where he propases 
to see as central to Kant's revolution the problem of a ctime out of joint'. Later, 

8 See Gilles Deleuze, 'On Four Poetic Fo rmulas', Ess'!JS Critica! and Cfinica/ (trans. Daniel W. 
Smith and Michael A. Greco), M:inneapolis: Universi cy of M.innesota Press, 1997, pp.28-29. Foc 
Deleuze, Kant introduces the distinction between time and movement, as developed in and 
through the cinema volumes. The distinction 1s first introduced in G. Deleuze, 
Dijfére11ce and Ripétilio11, op. cit., pp.118 and 186, in passages devoted to the pcoblem o f introducing 
' time into thought'; late r, on pp. 130 a.nd 198, D eleuze already develops the consequences fo r the 
notion of 'aest.het1cs' that he puts into prac tice in rus analysis of cinema. Prior to Bergson, Kant 
was rhe central philosophicaJ figure for Deleuze's film aesthet.tc, to the poinr where he declares 
Bergson much closer to Kant than he allowed.'On Four Poetic Fo rmulas' resumes the lecruce 
course Deleuze gave on Kant in 1978, which runs thro ugh his larger aesthetic ent.erprise in the 
1980s, and direc tly conce rns the 'paradox of inne r sense' Kant elaborates on in Op11s Posth1111111111. 

9 In t.he essay 'La chambre' (1994), which rakes o ff from Deleuze's anaJysis of the room in 
' Samuel Beckett's Film, Ra.ymond Bellour suggests one way of linking the problem of the 'coorn 

in cinema to the room in which it is shown in 'the othe r cinema' o f film and video insta.llation. 
See Raymond Bello ur, L 'Enlre-images 2: Mols, images, Paris: P.O.L , 1999, pp.281-316. 
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Deleuze would declare that the \V'ar offered cmema the condition to effectuate in 
a much sl1orter interval its O\.vn Kantían revolution, its own audio-visual way of 
freeú1g the idea of time from subordination to any prior movement, any exten-

. 10 stve space. 

Kant had already taken space and time as forms of intuition or as a priori 
conditions of an aesthesis or of what l1e already called csensibilia'. The forms of 
sensation are thus distinct from the categories of the understandmg, and can only 
be linked to tl1em through the workings of a mysterious 'schemacism' o r througl1 
the 'productive imagination'. What matters fo r Deleuze is the mdependence of 
these forms from the understanding, not the \vay they figure in a unified con
sciousness. In freemg time from its subordillation to tl1e identities of movement 
in a closed world, and in associating it with forces or virtualities of another sort, 
the gre·at post-War filmmakers would cl1us free the forms of sensibilia themselves 
&om any such schematic link with understanding, making them instead a matter 
of artist:ic experimentation or invention in relation to another kind of thinking -
precisely that of 'ideas'. The ' time that takes thought' would be freed from cate
gories of causality or even teleology; the post-War fihnmakers would link it in
stead to a whole new relation to character, milieu, space and action. What is new 
in Kant for Deleuze, then, is how, with the disjunction between our sensibilia 
and our categories for understanding substance or causality, there arises a new 
experimental zone ,vhere other sorts of determinations of space and time (such 
as wi1en, in music or literature, one 'occupies witl1out measuring' a sensory mi
Jieu) are linked to ideas. 11 Fyodor Dostoevsky's title character m The ldiot (1869), 
for example, oo t only moves i.t1 a much altered novelistic space and time, but in 
the process is also obliged to thmk, simply because there are no schemata to gov
ern his actions - a situation Deleuze sees Akira Kurosawa later exploring in cin
ema. The cinematic lies in the distinctive ways filmmakers invented to disjoin cl1e 
forms of sensation from cl1e understanding, usmg them instead to give us cideas' 

and so new 'personae' in thinking, like The ldiot. 

We see this, for example, in Deleuze's demonstration o f l1ow Margueri.te 
Duras or Jean-Marie Straub and Daniele Huillet tumed cl1e disjunction b etween 
sound and visual images into a veritable 'idea in cinema', a whole new exploration 
of the peculiar post-War mtersection of 'stories without places' and 'places with-

to G. D eleuze, Two &gimes ofMadness, op. al., p.252. 
11 [bidp.292. 
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out stories'.12 Indeed, it is precisely this sort of 'non-relation' benveen what we 
see and what we say that shO\VS why it so misleading to tlúnk of cinema as lan
guage rather than as a 'signaletic material'. Deleuze was no textualist or narratolo
gist; the signs and images l1e fmds in cinema are given by no theory o f language 
or code. Rather, in eacl1 case they are the result of a singular inve11tio11. He 
cl1ought that even in literature we should look not to linguistics or narratology, 
but rather to the ways great \vriters invent a 'foreign language' in our language, 
tied up wicl1 the invention of ne\v percepts and affects. His examples include the 
'complicated time' in Marcel Proust; the 'crack-up' of the characters in F. Scott 
Fitzgerald; and the peculiar relation of the characters to a 'secret past' in Henry 
James's short stories, later exploited in film by Joseph Mankie~!Ícz. Tl1e cine
matic, in short, is this stcange great complex of signs and images tl1at filmmakers 
invented to explore the problem that arises when space and time, regarded as 
forms of our sensibilia, are disjoined &om the schemata that tie them to our W1-

derstanding and are linked instead to another kind of thinking, governed by logic 
not of propositions and truths but of the sense (and non-sense) of wl1at is hap-

. 
penmg to us. 

Deleuze's study of cinema was his attempt to elaborate tl1is problem, at once 
philosophical and aesthetic. He sa\v filmmakers as developi.r1g an original way of 
exploring what Kant called the 'paradox of inner sense', or of the peculiar way 
\ve can be said to be ' in time'. This is a problem that Deleuze iliought Resnais 
had e>.-plored further than Proust or Bergson. The question of the sense in which 
we are 'in time' was, of course, also a central one in modern philosophy; and, in 
his books on film, Deleuze takes up t1ús issue by contcasting the ways Edmund 
Husserl and Bergson eacl1 formulated it in relation to science and mathematics. 
Husserl still imagined thc forms of space and time to be centred in a co11scious
ness, whereas Bergson offered a new idea of image &eed &om this assumption -
closer to the way filrnmakers explore a-centred spaces prior to anyone's point of 
view. The cinematic is found in images that make visible or palpable this a
centred condition, or that 'sensibilise' us to it. The images in cinema are mus 
forms that explore a strange sort of movement in our lives that is irreducible to 
translation in extended space, the lines of which are &eed from starting and end
ing points, instead tracing trajectories, at once fictive and real, i,n indeterminate 
milieus; they thus call for a time or a duration based not in chronology and su~
cession, but rather in an interlocking topology or overlapping seriality. That 15 

12 G. Deleuze, Ci11tlfl(l 2, op. cit., p.257; ttanslation modified Deleuze draws on th~ ~e~ed 
analysis of Duras in Youssef Ishaghpour, D'llnt Íl11tl[,t a l'as1trt, P'.lris: Biblioreque Mediaoons, 

1982. 
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ho"' cinema posed the question of l1o'"v '"ve actually think, how we are oriented 
and disoriented in our thinking, our lives, our relations with ourselves and to one 
ano~1~r.' _In Cinen1a 1 and Ci11en1a 2, Deleuze tried to analyse how, through the 
poss1bilities of camera-movement, framing, editing and projecting, cinema would 
invent a \\rhole new 'psycl10-mechanical' \vay to make visible such times and 
spaces in our worlds, situations or milieus, prior to (and immanent in) our con
scious selves, as individuals or groups. 

The principie that ' ilie cinematographic image is never in the present', for 
which Deleuze would find such a striking application in the troubling 'sheets of 
rime' in Night a11d Fog, was thus part of a larger transformation in the very idea of 
the image itself in all the arts - in painting, photography or líterature, as well as in 
new practices that would break away from such traditional mediums. We know, 
for example, that Soviet cinema would be seen to play a key role in the process in 
the 1920s and 30s iliat Walter Benjamin analysed in the avant-garde when he 
spoke of the new function of author as producer.13 At the same time, the princi
pie of cnot being in the present' was a philosophical matter iliat concemed the 
very concept of image and the way it presents tliings before iliey are represented 
for a unified subject or consciousness. Deleuze's co nception of 'images' in cin
ema breaks from the idea that they are inner representations in our minds or 
brains, linking them instead with new questions explored in neurology and psy
chology - fields of knowledge, including especially psychoanalysis, with which 
cinema would have so rnany relations throughout ilie nineteenili and twentieth 

• 14 T · ~entur1es. o mtroduce movement and time into the very idea of ilie image was 
mseparable from the extensive neuroscientific literature on how images figure in 
our bodies or brains, or in ilie ideas of consciousness and of unconsciousness in 
which the new memory sciences play a key role; one example of this is Deleu~e's 
discussion of cl1e dissociation theories of Pierre Janet. lndeed, that is how the 

AM 
1 ~ Walter Benjamín, 'The Auchor as Producer', &fkctio11.r: E~s, Aphorium, 

tob1~hica/ Writing (ed. Petcr Demetz, trans. Edmund Jephcott), New York: Harcourt Brace 
.Jovanov1ch, 1978, pp.220-38. See also Sergei Tret'iakov, 'Our Cinema' (1928), 
Ottobw, no. 118, Fall 2006, p.27. There is something in che 'U111ji111ktio11Ílru11g charact.e ristic o f au
thor ~ producer chat is a.kin to Foucault's analysis of che individualising 'function' of auchocship, 
: his own a~mpcs e~ get out of !e; an imporcanc diffe rence, however, concecns che way that 

problem of power' 1n Foucault 1s pucposefully posed 1n a way irreducible ro any Pacty con
~ Deleu~ relat:es che problem in V~rtov to a new 'mat.ecialism of the eye'. Sec Fran<;ois 
~ab1chv.J1, 'The Eye of Montage: Dz1ga Verrov and Bergsonian MateriaJism', Tht Brai11 is tht 

(ed. Gregocy Flaxman), Minneapolis: Univecsicy of Minnesora Press, 2000, pp.141-49. 
14 

Jonathan Cracy, in an analysis influenced by Deleuze, discusses Vertov and 

~C~zanne i~ relation to che neuroscientific question of 'attention' in his Susptnsions oJ 
• "'•rpl101r. Allt11/1011, Sptcloclt a11d Mode,.,, Úlltllf't, Cambridge: The MIT Press, 1999. 
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'cinematic' - regarded as a \vay o f thinking with the forms of sensibilia - could be 
seen to extract itself from the great stupefying explosion of images it1 our lives 

that mech anical reproduction facilitated (before the 'contro l' of the post-\X'ar 

infoanacion-type machines) with its clichéd pictures, ordered words and relations 

witl1 propaganda and advertising. If, as Deleuze prop oses, the inventi.0 11 o f a 

cinematic sensibilia arises from tl1e crisis in psycl1ology con cerning thc s tatus of 

images, it is developed througl1 a11d within the new industrial m ass means, which 

~ie see at ilie same time in tl1e psycl1ological or social sciences. 

In philosophy, Martín Heidegger l1ad already shown in the 192l1s how 

time and ilie problem of ' inner sense' was central to ilie Kantian enterprise a11d 

to his own attempt to move beyond its still metaphysical enclosure. But 

Deleuze's \vntings on difference in. Bergson suggested a fresl1 \vay of taking up 

ilie question of time, wl1 ich m oves a\vay from H eidegger's idea of a co 11stitutive 

finitude or cl1e Dasein of a f,/ofk disclosed in and ilirough tl1e work of art Deleuze 

tried to develop an ungrounded clement in the kind of time and m ovemer1t the 

cinematic image makes visible. 111 cinem a, as in philosophy, he discovers some

thing at once inhuman and vital. I t is already to be seen in the kind o f m ovement 

Dziga Vertov explored througl1 tl1e intervals in his edit:ing or 'montage', or wicl1 
t11e ability of the camera to capture a-centered worlds with 'indeterminate' zones 

in Orson Welles. He tried to \VO rk out an original notion of world, closer to the 

perspectivism of Gottfried Leibniz tl1an to Husserl's grounding in a life-\,vorld. 

Cinema not only invents images~ it surrounds them with a world - a world that 

for Deleuze has become light or deterrito rialized, irreducible to our 'being-there'. 

We are ilius 'in time' in a peculiar way, irreducible to the familiar division be

tween subjective ( or lived) and objecti,re ( or clocked) time. The problem is ratl1er 

how we are affected by time a11d 'affect ourselves through it', at once objectively 

and subjectively; it is the problem o f time itself as this uncontrollable p o tential in 

who \ve are or m ay become. T11e funct:ion of cinematic images is to show the 

workings of this time in our lives and our worlds. That is wlly tl1e t:ime-images in 

cinema are ones that defeat the presumed coincidence of subjective and objective 

images on which a wllole tradicion of story or narrative has rested. Such relacions 

between space and viewing are undone as description of space frees itself from 

tl1e presumption of a single objective \ri.ewpoint, and the form of r1arration frees 

itself from domination o f a single narrative voice, as if in a free and indirect style. 

Tl1e foans of descripcion and narration, in other words, depend on ilie role of 

m obiljty and indeterminat:ion in the i.mages, and so with the sen se and non-sense 

o f wl1at is happening. In Bergson (as wel1 as in tl1e Russian city of Vertov's Matr 
with a Movie Camera), Deleuze finds a multiple, m oving WÚ\'erse in which things 
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appear \\~iliout appearing as such to anyone, or to any on e p oint of view. He 

finds images .that make visible a world that can't be united or made fully preser1t 

to our consc1ous selves, clie sense of w!Uch nevertheless unfolds in time, through 

movement a11d the forros o f sensibilia that are images. It is such a world of illu
mination wit_hout revelat:ion that would later be taken up in time-image cinema. 

The top ological superposition of 'sheets o f time' in Resnais sho\vs in particular, 

in a viví? way, _t11e sense in which a terrible past coexists witl1 the present, in a 

manner. rrreducibl~ to flasl1backs or conscious recollection, rendering ilie present 

unc~rt~ ~d forcmg us to think ~e dispossessing us of our ability to say 'I' or 
'We · Tune is no longer a matter of e1ilier Man's finitude or God's infmite under

standing - neitl1er humanist nor salvationist, it is directly linked to questions of 
life and death tl1emselves. is 

In e>..ploring ho\v, tl1rougl1 clie means available to it, cinema makes sensible 

~ kind o f time in worlds, Deleuze thus develops an original view of space ar1d 

tune as forms o f sensibilia that cause us to think. H e frees those forros from theír 

~tian s~bor~at:ion to what he saw as the two great functions played by the 
philosophical idea of the subject: 'consciousness' and 'individualisation'.16 The 

world . that cinema sl1ows us is an impersonal (or 'pre-personal') world p rior to 

consc1ousness an d to individ11alisation. In this way, cinema takes part in Deleuze's 

Jarger attempt to put tl1e question of 'a life' in the place of the class ical notion of 

the subject or of the self- a life that contrasts precisely with 'the life of tl1e corre

sponding individual' as with tl1e co11scious self, yet remains as a concrete ques tion 

;md p ossibility for our bodies as for our brains. 17 Thus clie 'espaces q11elco11ques', or 
any-spa:es-wf1atever', tl1at Deleuze isolates, especially in p ost-War cinema (as 

~11 as lll Structura1 ft.lm), involve spatial and temporal distributions \\mich are 

~determínate or 'q11e!co1Jq11e' just in the sense that they precede the supposed uni

~es of conscious selfhood, o r of stat:ic, grouped, definite or definable individual

tty, exposing worlds, situatio11s or milieus prior to cliem. Indeed, that is wi1y any

s?aces-whatever are popula ted witli a 11ew, less definite kind o f character and ac

bon ~t .req~es a new art of indefinite description that is realistic witl1out being 

naturalistic. Cinema thus maps the workings of a time once pre-individual and 

~s Deleuze develops chis view as an original approach to questions o f biology and rechnol
~ the appendix to Gilles Deleuze, f!o11cat_1h (tcans. Séan Hand), Minneapolis: University of 
Do ~ Press, 1988, pp.124-32. Daniel B1rnbaum returns to this idea in h1s attempt to see 
Chm ug Aitken as part o f an unwrítten 'Cinema 3' in contemporary art. See Daniel Birnbaum, 

wology, New Yo rk: Lucas & Sternbecg, 2005, pp.49-55. 
16 G . 

· D eleuze, Two &g1mts of Mad11ess, op. cil., p.253. 

of 
17 

[bid, p.386. The notion of an 'impersonal yet singular life' figures in Bellouc's conception 
'the room'; see note 8. 
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un-conscious. Deleuze offers an inventory of images tl1at show this time, irre
ducible to destiny, providence, causality or predictability, even statistical or prob
abilistic, which nevertheless affects us in ways we don' t normally perceive. Such is 
the sort o f time given by series and juxtapositions (rather than succession) and by 
indeterminate spaces of displacements and departures (rather than a 'situated' 
intersubjectivity or world). It is the kind of temporality that requires a change in 
the nature of belief - a tum to a more pragmatist belief-in-the-world, without 
need for salvation or historical destiny. 

We see this time already in Night and Fog. Resnais's juxtapositions - of a past, 
shown through black-and-white archiva! materials, with a present given by cine
macic mapping of mental spaces (in colour and with l1is famous tracking shots of 
the peculiar mental spaces of tl1e concentratíon camps) and with the uncertain 
future given througl1 Jean Cayrol's famous voice-over - form part of a larger 

constitution of cinema as a post-War kind of audio-visual thinking. If, as Deleuze 
argues, in this great documentary we can see tl1e sum of the different ways of 
avoiding ' the piety of the recollection image', it is because of the way image and 
thinking discover in ilie film a new relatíon to tl1e past and the way it figures in 

the present. The aim is no longer to re-capture or re-collect the past in a con
sciousness - individual or collective - which would l1ave succeeded it but on the 

' 
co ntrary-, to prevent any such closure witllln prívate memory or public com-
memoration, showing, rather, the sense in which it is still at work in the present. 
This function affects fiction as well as documentary film, undoing the usual dis
tínctíor1s between the two, and forming part o f the new 'realism' in post-War 
cinema that Deleuze contrasts wiili an earlier naturalism. lndeed, Resnais would 
go on to explore in his great fiction films this past-coiled-with-the-present that 
seems to haunt o ur banal lives like a terrible secret; he would explore l1ow it 
forces l1is characters to think, as if they had come back from the dead, moving 
about in a world wiiliout salvation or redemption, providence or phenomenol
ogical grounding. He would thus pose a new question, at once philosophical and 
cinematic, which, across a whole range of arts and practices, Deleuze sought to 
introduce into ilie very idea of what an image is, and of what it means to think in 
and wiili images in mass industrial society. 

Cinema Today 

Today it would seem that the situation of cinema is no longer quite what it 
was for Deleuze in 1984 anymore than for Benjamin in 1934. Cinema is no 
longer alone; it no longer has the key role that fell to it between silent film and 
television. lt forms part of a larger complex of images and spaces, where it <lis-
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covers new roles to play, geared to altered geographies and responding to new 
forces on a global scale. Deleuze now belongs to world cinema rather than sim

pfy to 
European. As with anything 11ew, tl1ere is nostalgic talle of a 'post-cinematic' 

c.ondition .. T~e ~tory of film has itself become a matter not simply of preserva
oon and distnbutton, but also o f an art of obsolescence that looks back to what it 
has been, as if illustratíng Marshall McLuhan's old dictum that when a techno
logical medium is over it is turned into an art. Deleuze himself tried to resist such 
nostalgia back in 1984 \vhen iliere was already much talk of a crisis of cinema. His 
quarrel wiili Jean-Luc Godard on ilie last pages o f Ci11en1a 2 is one indication. The 
crisis meant not the deatl1 of cinema (with its corpse to be put into edited l1isto
ries in melancholic ancicipation of a more hopeful time), but, rather, the emer
gence of new possibilities inseparable from the larger fate of the kind of aestl1etic 
thinking Deleuze had tried precisely to work out in cinema. The time had come 
to ask not simply 'what is cinema?' but also, and more importantly, 'wl1at is phi
losophy?' The great filmmakers 11ad used new technical means to inver1t a mode 
of audio-visual thinking, whicl1 fonned part of a larger aesthetic to which it cl1en 
seemed important for Deleuze to turn. What, in fact, <loes it mean to 'have an 
idea' in and with the arts, in relatio n to other arts and other practices? This is the 
larger problem that Deleuze would go on to explore togetl1er wiili Félix Guattari 
in their 1991 volume W/1at is Philosopf?J? 

This problem of thinking in and with the arts is already to be found in 
Deleuze's treatment of the abstract, experimental or expanded cinema traditions 
that tried to use ftlmic techniques in ways closer to the practices of the visual arts. 
While Deleuze doesn't focus on these traditions, what l1e <loes say is suggestive. 
He was drawn to Antonio Artaud's enthusiasm for silent film (as seen in Artaud's 
rol~ ~ Carl Theodor Dreyer's great ]oan of Are, 1928) when he argued for the su
per1or1ty of such works with respect to an abstract cinema still content to ape 
de~elopments in painting, still too 'cerebral'. Artaud iliought iliat the peculiar 
'Witchcraft' of silent film was mucl1 closer to ilie 'cruelty' in gesture and \vord 

~at h~ was seeking in the theatre; and Deleuze sees this idea as part of a larger 
mv~tion of 'theatricality, peculiar to cinema, as seen in 'bodily attitudes' and 
the~ relation to time, explored in different ways in many arts. Abstract and ex
perunental film figures in Deleuze's study when, not content to imitate what 
other arts are doing, it takes part in the ways ilie cinematic changes our ideas of 
theatre or of art, as Deleuze thought was ilie case for Structural film in its rela-
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tions \VÍt11 tl1e 'perception-image'.18 In other words, abstract film is not abstract 
in a simple moderriist or self-referential sense, but rather in the ways it experi
mer1ts witl1 tl1e very spatio-temporal conditions of sensibilia and iliought, whicl1 
ilie great post-War filmmakers exploited for their own purposes; i.t1 that sense, it 
is quite concrete. Indeed ilie very term 'espaces quelco11q11es', which Deleuze devel
ops i.t1 a strikir1g way, for example, in his discussion of Michelangelo Antonioni's 
work, derives from experimental film; and it is not hard to imagine extending the 
problem of empty, disconnected spaces that D eleuze already sees in a11otl1er way 
in the films of Robert Bresson to a range of other arts and art practices occurring 
around the same time as Structural film. Rather than a stark opposition between 
narrative and abstrac t work, Deleuze identifies an exchange or connection made 
on tl1e basis of a common exploration of forms of sensibility - an exploration 
taking place concurrently in different ways in many arts. It is perl1aps somethmg 
like this larger exchange iliat we see today in a situation where cinema no longer 
dominares or stands apart What, then, would it mean to take up D eleuze's idea 
of the cinematic in today's altered circumstances, in relat:ion to current or con
temporary questions and to new wars and kinds of war? Wl1at role might cmema 
and philosophy yet play in a situation that sorne have perhaps been too quick to 
characterise as 'post-cinematic' and 'post-ilieoretical'? 

I'd like to look at how this question might be forrnulated in relation to tl1e 
visual arts. Ho\v did the cinematic - regarded as a post-War dispositif to render ilie 
\VOrkings of time - l1elp transform the very idea of the 'visual' in the visual arts? 
And in what ways <loes it continue to be involved in the new 'conditions of visi
bility' today? No doubt this is a complex question with severa! parts that go off in 
a number of directions. First, there is the whole ques t:ion of l1ow to think wíth 
movement- and time-images? In wl1at ways l1ave they changed our understanding 
of what might be called 'un-moving pictures'? I-low do questions of time and 
movement change ilie very idea or sense of images in painting, pl1otography or 
drawing, as ~~u as our \vays of seeing and talking about such tliings? Such ques
tions have been explored in a variety of domains: in Sergei Eisenstein's discussion 
of Asían scroll-paintings as well as the Corbusian 'architectural promenade'; with 
the study of movement in Paul Klee's Pedagogical Sketchbooks (1923) or in Marce! 
Duchamp's Gestalt-defeating Rotoreliefs (1935) and N ude Descendi1ig a Staircase 

18 Gilles Deleuze, Cinima 1: L 'image-mo11vement, Parí s: Éditions de Minuit, 1983, p.122; oc G· 
nema 1: The Movement-I111age (trans. H ugh Tomlinson and Barbara H abbecjarn), 
Minneapolis: Universicy of Minnesota Press, 1989, pp.84-85. Deleuze amusingly suggests one 
sense in which che 'expansion' in Structural as well as expanded cinema was celated to che 'exp~
sion of consciousness' in taking drugs, as part of che larger 'community', rather unlike che Soviet 
case, wich which these Nocth American experiments were linked. 
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(1912); and, in anotl1er ~'3y, in certain practices of Kinetic art or in Futurism. 
More recently they l1ave bee11 taken up by Philippe-Alain Michaud Ít1 his analysis 
of Aby Warburg's iV111en1osy11e A tlas and his related Beaubourg theme show about 
the 'Movement o f Images'.19 Deleuze himself develops iliis question, of course, 
through his account of how Francis Bacon renders the forces of time m relation 
to figures through tl1e a-signifying zones of possibility Ít1 the 'pictoria l fac ts'. 

Even Deleuze's treatment of the 'expanded' sensibilities Ít1 Structural film in 
terms ~f 'mol~c~ar perception' and the role of drugs can itself be read along 
these lines. !11~ tS also t~e of his account of the peculiar bodily, sexed or gen
dered theatncal1ty of durat:ton explored not only in the films of Andy Warhol but 
also those of Chan ta! Akerman, whose encounter with art and ftlm experimenta
tion in New York in the 1960s helped determine l1er own approach to questions 
of time in he~ cinema and la ter in her installations. At tlie same time, there is per
haps somethmg peculiarly 'Asían' in the fixed frame and long duration, which 
Deleuze works out in YasujiroOzu's fJms, to be found in the early cinema tech
niques to wllich Wari1ol returned, and more generally in the priority Deleuze ac
cords time \VÍth respect to narration; mdeed Wu Hung has recently argued for a 
kind of proto-cinematic sense in Asían hand-scroll paint:ings. 20 \Xle fmd a related 
strategy in Deieuze's treatment of the encounters of cinema witli old-masters' 
paintings; take, for example, the striking pages in Cinen1a 2 in ~iJ1ich Deleuze con
nects the problem of depth of field in Orson Welles's invention of time-images 
to the decentrings of space in the Baroque as read by Heinrich Wolfflin. 
Deleuze's many references to modernist painting include: the \vay tl1e problem of 
the 'inhuman' in Paul Cézanne's sensations is be taken up in turn by Vertov and 
the 

Kinoks; and the way tl1at close-ups and affection-ímages in Eisenstein's fiJm may 
be analysed in terrns of the ques t:ions of pathos or of faciality - a key point in 
D~leuze's book on Francis Bacon, who himself was struck by images from Battle
ship Pote111ki71 (1925) in his effort to paint the scream and not the horror. 21 

. A context and impetus today for going back to look at such encounters of 
Clllema with the visual arts is the wave of interest in moving pictures in art spaces 

brid 
19

. Philippe-Alai n Michaud, A h' W arb11rg.a_nd the lmage i~ Molion (trans. Sophie H awkes), Cam
. ge. The :MIT Press, 2004, pp.278-91; Phihppe-Alain Michaud, The M01Jemtnl oJ Images (exhibi

bon catalogue), Pacis: Centre Pompidou, 2006. 
20 

Wu Hung, 'The Paintec Screen', Critica/ Inquiry, vol.23, no.1, Aurumn 1996. The idea is 
de~elcped fu rther in Wu H ung, The Double Scnen: Mtdi11111 and &:prtsenlalion in Chinest Pai11ti11g, 
Oticago: University of Chicago Press, 1997. 

. 
21 

See Gilles D eleuze, Fmncis Bacon: The Logic oJ Stnsalio11 (t!ans. Daniel W. Smich), 
Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 2003. 
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today. Assisted by technical and distribution possibilities that appeared only after 

Deleuze wrote his cinema books, filmmakers and artists now have a new exhibi

t:ion arena outside the tradicional darkened room o f tl1e movie theatre or familia} 

televisuaJ viewing spaces. Raymond Bellour and G iuliana Bruno have each ana

lysed the role o f the actual room and its architecture in sucl1 practices, and in 
their relation to earlier forms or dispositifs of image- installation . 22 Let me add to 

their analyses two brief remarks about h ow Deleuze's general picture of having 

ideas i.t1 cmema might be used in these circumstances. Firs t there is the issue of 

how the ne\V uses of art spaces tO ex.hibit time mtersects with larger questions 

that Deleuze develops in relation to post-War cinema o f ' vhat movement and 

time are themselves; and it is perhaps significant that wl1ile D eleuze wrote n oth

ing about sucl1 practices, his work remains pop11lar among certain artists working 

with them - Pierre Huyghe, for example. In addit:ío r1, these pract:ices are t:ied up 

with the larger process through which 'contemporary' carne to be distinguished 

from 'modero' art or art practices. Visual art and art spaces played a key role in 
the 1960s in their attempt to free the very idea o f art from a series of distinctions 

and related practices in \vl1ich it h ad been traditionally enclosed (tradicional me

diums and skills, s tudio production and exhibition in ',vhite cube' spaces) and, at 

the same time, from critical distinctions between art and mass or popular culture, 

critica! discourse, information, or everyday life. Cinema participated in these at

tempts - in Robert Smithson's questions of site and non-si te, the violence of 

Gordon Matta Clark's 'anarchitecture', or in another way, in H élio O iticia's inter

ventions. Current work must also be understo od in relation to such changes. In 

contrast to, say, Godard (wl10 is still making great films), Huyghe uses film as 

part o f a range o f practices, similar to the way he uses J apanese Manga images -

introducing advertising signs in urban spaces or orchestrating participation in pa

rades. 

D eleuze had posed the question of pro jection m teans of the larger dispositifs 
o f camera m ovem ent, framing and editing as they appear in the early history of 

film and are later transfooned. He was interes ted in how projection practices, 

along with editing and framing, freed themselves from the conventions of 'natu

ral p erception' (and from the mimetic conceptio n of projectio n itself) to invent 

new sorts o f images affecting our nervous systems. We see that from the start 

there is a sense in \vhich the screen was less an illusionist window or ersatz classi-

22 Ra.ymood Bellour, 'An Other Cinema', Black Box [l/11mi11altd (ed. Sara Acrhenius, Magda
lena Malm and Cristina Ricupero), Helsinki: N IFCA, 2003 - and ceproduced in the current vol
ume; Giuliana Bruno extends the analysis begun in he c Alfas of E molio11, New York: Ve rso, 2002 
in her P11blic Intimary: Arrhittd11rt and tht Visua!Arls, Cambridge: The WT Press, 2007. 
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cal stage tl1an a m ovii1g frame with an 'out-of-frame' tl1at allows movement and 

time to be rer1dered in new ways that would m ove b eyond the conceptions of 

space in classical painting or theatre, suggesting alternacives to them. Thus 

Deleuze argues that the relation of cinema to a classical theatre space (and ' theat

ricality') is poorly posed as matter of a loss o f o r substitution fo r live presence. 

Rather we find a new dispositif for creating images and spaces (and so of 'having 

ideas') with links or interferences with one another, whicl1 is connected to the 

twO great efforts in theatre to create new kinds o f image and space - Artaud's 

theatre of cruelty a11d Brecht's epic theatre, each of which is related to the cine

matic exploration o f time in 'bodily attitudes'.23 Usi.r1g the tecl1n iques o f shootir~ 
editing and projecting, cinema found a peculiar way to undercut the divisions be

tween objective and subjective viewpoints or b etween the sound and image space 

in order to e>.-plore o ther sp aces and times, \vhich, even m darkened room s, can 

strike our nen rous systems in ways that are just as intense or cruel as live per

formances (wl1ich can often seem rather more predictable). If we try to then set 

current practices in a larger history o f ' theatrical uses' o f exhibition spaces, we 

need to ir1clude the wl1ole problem in terms of the kinds o f questions of ' images 

that force us to thir1k' tllat Deleuze identified in post-War cinema. 

The darkened room of theatrical cinema might then be seen as o ne highly 

successful di.Jpositif in a larger history o f image installa tion, itself conceived in 

terms of differen t ways of tllinking in the arts. In this ro le, it became a laboratory 

to fabricate creative images - images to free our brains bo th to tl1e p atterns of 

clichés or n1ots d'ordre, wl1ich in tum serve to control our perceptio11s and affects, 

reducing them to easily identifiable opinions. Just as the ftlmic image is no t, fo r 

Deleuze~ a code or a language but rather an original way of expressing times and 

spaces that can't b e contained in natural perception or affection, so filmic space, 

~en in the darkened room, is m ore than a simple s tory-and-illusion apparatus. It 

IS rather a dispositif that introduces a new 'psychomechanics' that directly affects 

the brain, as E isens tein and then Artaud imagined and to \.vhich J ean-Louis 

Scheffer ,:vouJd later attest in his picture of the p os t-War filrngoer. The cinematic 

'autonomisation' o f images offered new ways to think and to m ake visible the 

role of time and space in thinking, and, indeed, it is just from this angle that 

Deleuze takes up the question o f cinema as a mass, industrial art H e had already 

. 
23 Deleuze draws on .Barthes's analysis o f Eisenstein and the Bcechtian 'gest' in developiog 

his analysis of 'bodily attitudes' in cinema as seen, for example, in John Cassavetes's Fatts, while 
?e sees Carmelo Bene as close to Artaud. Ceremonial oc evecyday 'bodily actitudes' are time
•mages since the body shows them through the wo dcings of time irreducible to plo t oc 'subject 
rnatter'. See G. Deleuze, O nema 2, op. cit., p.189; and Roland Barthes, Music, Imagt, Text (trans. 
Stephen Heath), New York: HíJI and Wang, 1978. 
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analysed the ,vho le question of rendering a 'complicated time' in signs and images 
in relation to a ne\v kind o f 'intelligence' leamed without prio r method - an intel
ligence which aJ,vays 'comes after', through encounters that force us think - in 
his study of 'sigi1s' in the Proustian novel. 24 But when the same sort of problern 
(and notion o f sign) is transferred, via the cinematic, to mass society, this kind of 
artistic intelligence encounters new enemies and rivals, and must be inserted into 
ne\-v circuits. I t must also contend with a new conception of the public (typified 
in television ratings) - a 'statis tical public' characterised by a \vhole new profes
sionalisation o f vision and a new massive machine of control over what we can 

see and say, think and do. In this way, Deleuze argues that, after the War, Hans
Jürgen Sybcrberg goes beyond Benjamin's preoccupations \vitl1 mecl1anical re
product:ion and aura to ask more generally ho\v cinema can create relations or 
arrangements of seeing, saying and acting irreducible to larger arrangements of 
information, communication and the public.25 He thinks it is also why the history 

of cinema is a long 'martyrology' in the struggle to creare new images, and why 
there is so o ften in cinema the dramatisation o f a conspiracy agains t this attempt 
- an ongoing battle ,vith the institucional forces of mediocrity &om which an en
counter with tl1e visual arts or visual art spaces can o ffer one ª''enue o f escape. 
T l1e problem of cinema as mass art - 'post-industrial' as \vell as ' industrial' - ís 
not simply a matter o f the role that the cinematic dispositif plays in changing tech
nical machines o f production and reception; it has also to do \vitl1 changing rela
tions between having ideas and 'collective arrangements of enunciation' - hence, 

between intellectuals and the masses. 

What is distinctive for post-War time-image cinema for Deleuze, in this re
gard, is a new po lítica! principle seen in altered relations betwecn ftlmmakers and 
their actors and publics. Unlike t11e 'mass-subject' of an Eisensteirúan epic, the 
'subjected masses' of a Leni Riefenstal rally or the much-calculated nwnbers of a 
HollY'vood blockbuster, the problem Deleuze associates with ' tl1inkir1g with cin
ema' - and, in a singular way, thinking with time-image cinema - is tl1at the 'ilie 
people are missing'; they must yet be invented along with making the film itself. 
In his analysis of the new relations of directors to actors as well as to their pub-

24 Gilles Deleuze, Prousf and Signs (tcans. Richard H oward), New York: George 
Braziller, 1972, pp.5-7. Deleuze introduces in this study the question of rhe implicarioos of 
'showing time' for what he cal Is, for the first time, 'the image of thought'. 

25 Deleuze discusses the problem of infocmation in relation to Syberberg in 'What is a Crea-
. · f · the tive Act?' in G. Deleuze, Two &gimes of Madness, op. al., p .322. H e presents 1n terms o cinema l 

. h. 'P . C nt!O question of 'control' that he would later set-out more generally 1n is essay ostscnp.t on . o . 
Societies', in Gilles Deleuze, Negotiations (trans. Martin Joughin), New York: Columbia Un1versity 
Press, 1995, pp. 177-82. 
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líes in 'mínority' and ' third-world' cinema, Deleuze tries to work out these 
changes, at o nce aesthetic and political His sense o f Straub-Huillet as great 'po
litical' filmmakers is a striking case of tlús view, but he elaborates it as well in his 
account o f how the very idea of 'mir1o rity' breaks open the whole genre o f eth

nographic and docwnentary films toward a new aesthetic form beyond ilie fic
tion-docwnent division. 'Mass' becomes indeterminate and irreducible to 'class' 
at the same ti.me as there arise new ways of making it visible. We could imagine 
extending this idea to the global situation of the cinem atic today; for example, 

beyond the di' rision of 6ction and documentary, contempora.ry artists and film
makers will invent images to get at 'events' ir1 wl1icl1 an o ften violent, indetermi
nate past is tied up witl1 the ' fabulation' of peoples moving in and across borders, 
irreducible to fixed classes or groups, related religious divisions or 'clashes of civi
lization'. Deleuze's study of post-War ci.t1ema may be read as a kind o f aestl1etic 
workbook for the questions of the multiplication of such situations in cinem a 
and of their relation with the visual arts and visual art spaces. 

New Analyses 

How, then, does the cinematic change our idea of art? Wl1at would it mean 
to take up this question again today in new situations - fo r example, in relation to 
transfoonations in the visual arts? What role might ilieory o r philosophy yet play 
with respect to notions of art to ,vhich the cinematic might be linked? To what 
kinds o f new uses might we put thís larger problem of 'sl1owing time' ilirough 
images that 'cause us to think'? In what ways, in the process, might we refashion 
the larger post-War image of thought that underlies Deleuze's analysis? One side 
of such questions concerns the style of analysis Deleuze forges in his cinema 
works. In the first place, t11ere is a question of method While Deleuze's books 
range over the entire history o f cinema since the late-nineteenth century and are 
shot through with ma11y historicaL tecl1nical, social and political arguments, they 

are not 11istory books o r the books o f a 11istorian. T hey have another selective 
aim: to extract &om the generality o f films those singular non-linguistic signs and 
images invented by great filmmakers to e>.."'Press time or movement in our O\vn 

situatio ns, milieus or worlds. They are ilius not a-l1ÍStorical. Rather, they are ab
stract in ano ther way, tied not to etemity but to the present and new problems, 
ar once artistic and philosophical. It seems important to preserve tl1is experimen
tal aesthetic zone of questioning with whicl1 history is linked but to which it is 
not reduced. 

In Deleuze's case, the new problems intersect in an mcreasingly complex spi
ral a.round the questions of time and thinking through which post-War cinema 
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would be linked to post-War philosophy (and the 'theory' to wl1ícl1 it gave rise). 
In this way, the War itself becomes more than an event in historical, legal or reli
gious discourses. I t becomes, at the same time, an 'aesthetic' matter - a turning 
point in the very nature of the images and having ideas in which the cinematic 
would play a key role, especially, but not exclusively, in France. Thus the War _ 

this War (with its mass destruccion, its shame, the terrible secrets it left within and 
with respect to official l1istories) - figured in the cinema that carne after ít not 
simply in the manner Paul Vi.rilio analyses - as a 'field of vis ion' or as a techno
logical and propaganda macl1ine anticipating the real-time wars of today - but 
precisely as the kind of upheaval in sensibility that ca1led for the u1vention of new 
'dispositions of thought'. Cinema would play a key role ín the u1vention of a 
post-War aesthetic, exploring the ways a violent and indeterminate past figures in 
our very psyches, as in the early films of Resnais - for example, M11rie/ (1963), 
with its Boulogne-Algeria relations, and, of course, Hiroshin1a Mon An1our (1959).7.6 
For, along with camps, the questions of de-colonisation the War brougl1t with it 
belonged to tl1at aspect of the past with which cinema was concerned. Beyond 
his work with Duras, this is wl1at links Resnais, in documentary and fiction, to 
the larger question developed in literature by Maurice Blanchot, wilo l1ad his own 
sense of 'not-being-in-the-preser1t', tied up with the disaster that would befall the 
very possibility of friendship in thougl1t or of the 'philia' in philosophy. The phi
losophícal concepts Oeleuze forges in cinema - the idea of the image itself in its 
relations with fact, truth, 'realism', the space-time these images make visible, the 
peculiar role of body and bran in the way characters move about in them - no 
doubt derive from this larger context, even if they go off in other directions. In
deed, that is one reason why Deleuze insisted that the overlapping inventions and 
problems that he was trying to get at 'in cinema' nevertheless l1ad to be fabri
cated independently of it and íts history, in relation to other practices and ú1ven
t:ions yet to come. To extract the peculiar kinds of philosophical creations which 
Deleuze called 'concepts' is to give them a life of their own, as indeed is the case 
for many of the conceptual inventions he works out in the course of his study. 
Theory departs from history ir1 this way just when it ceases to be a reflective 

m eta-discipline (as it still is with Kant), and instead becomes a source of new 

26 Paul Virilio, Warand Cinema: Jht Loeslirs of Ptmption (trans. P. Camiler), New York: Verso, 
1989. In a larger discussion of these same themes, Virílío says that the paradox of the dcx:urneo
tary treatment of war starting with Rossellini's F.omt, Opt11 Ci!J is one that has 'haunted me since I 
was boro ... In 1959, HiroshimaMonAmourpcovoked an upheaval comparable to the one caused 
by Seurar o r Cezanne in the lmpressionist períod'. See Paul Virilio, Polili&s of the Vtry Worsl, Ne~ 
York: Semiotext(e), 1999, p.29. The film is exemplary of the way artists use technologies to 'di
verge' from the larger functions of propaganda or advertising. 
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questions, encoW1ters, interferences and exchanges, which cast older problems in 
a new light. T hat is what Deleuze seems to have had in mind v.ihen he declared 
that 'tl1e life and survival' of cinema lies in its struggles with the informational 
regime of contro~ wi1icl1 he feared constituted a new rival to the very activity of 
thinking. 

Deleuze's film books are thus not narratives, and to take up the problems or 
concepts that they work out in cinema doesn' t require that one insert oneself in 
any one story or history. They can be (and indeed have already been) used in 
many different ones. Deleuze's film books are rather 'montage books' of a roving 
philosophical spirit that try to introduce into the criticism ( or reading) of film 
sometl1ing of the collage approach and the 'stratigraphic time' that Deleuze l1ad 
worked out fo.r tl1e history of philosophies, as in l1is famous inlage of a 'nomad' 
style of thinking. He thought there 110 more exists an intrinsic narrative in the 

history of the arts than in the history of philosophy, wilose melancholy themes 
have long tended to overdetermine wllat Deleuze took to be the false problem of 
the 'end of art' (or 'the end of philosophy'). Part of the fo rce of fabricat:ing con
cepts 'in cinema' for uses outside of it was precisely to free them from a sort of 
intrinsic or internalising history, ora sense that cinema is a fixed language or me
diwn wilose only critica! gesture would be to examme itself. The crit:ical relation 
of ilie fabrication of concepts to the present is of a different sort. It is more a 
matter of introducing new histories into gíven ones. It supposes that there exist 
situations in w!Uch the usual stories no longer suffice once monolithic histories 
start to break off into many complicated paths. In this respect, ilie cinema books 
continue the strategy of many overlapping 'rubrics', which Deleuze adopted in 
his study of Francis Bacon, each going off in different directions, with somet:imes 
unrecognised precursors and unforeseen applications, such that, in one such ru
bric, D eleuze can declare that each new painter recapitulates the history of paint
ing in his or her own way. Against the search for a single great story or history in 
art or philosophy - reflected in the great nineteenth-century European dream of 
a great encyclopedic Library or Musewn containing ali words and images in or
dered sequence - Deleuze proposed a new sort of pedagogy of images and con
cepts to complicate the present, disrupting its classificatory presuppositions in a 
process from which the invention of new kinds of images and thoughts is always 
cmerging. 

Deleuze adopts two interrelated principles in his cinema books to exemplify 
this approach. The first says that 'ali criticism is comparative' and one must thus 
CXamine the cinemat:ic in its larger overlaps with other arts and practices, sin.ce 
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there is 'no work that doesn't l1ave its continuation or its begiru1ing U1 others'.27 
The second, found in the last sentences of his study, asserts cl1at 'it is on the level 

of interferences witl1 ma11y practices cl1at things happen, beings, images, con
cepts, ali kinds o f events'.28 Together these principies encapsulate a preoccupa
tion in Deleuze's \vritings m cl1e 1980s with a reactive moment associated with 

the idea of 'postmodernism', in which, as if unable to create any furtl1er move
ment, tl1inking would retreat back into meta-reflection or meta-art, o r else ironic 
re-appropriations of past invent:ions. The notion of 'interferences and reso
nances' worked out in Deleuze's analysis of the signs and images of cu1ema, then 
developed in IP/1at is P/Ji!osopf?y? may even be regarded as a kind of antidote to 
this tendency, an attempt to get things moving again, to suggest sequences m 
~mich the ci11ematic might yet be inserted - 'we all need our interceders' he de
clared 29 

Deleuze's study of cinema is itself ftlled with such interferences, a11d overlaps 
with many disciplines and practices, such that the cinematic lies precisely in the 
peculiarities of the way fi.lm figures in larger complexes, at once aesthet:ic, social, 
technical or political. \V'hen Deleuze calls pos t-War cinema 'modern', l1e doesn't 
mean 'modemist' in the sense of that word associated with medium self
reference, an idea he rejects o r displaces in ali of his studies of the arts. He 
doesn't at alJ see moder11 cinema as a melancholy retreat, turning in on itself in 
the face of kitscl1. Its relat:ion to 'clichés', its forms of abstrac tion, are of a differ
ent k.ind, linked ratl1er to making visible new zones of space and time, and the 
new kinds of characters who inhabit them, using the disposztifs of mass industrial 
society. That is why the problem of 'meta-cinema' doesn't mean mucl1 to him, 
and why he is at such pains to distinguish the problem of the time-image from a 
simple opposition between narrat:ive and non-narrative film. He insists that cin
ema's signs and images don't form a code or language tl1at can be distinguished 
from others in sorne epic effort at differentiation and purification. André Bazin 
had spoken of an 'impurity' peculiar to cinema or the ways it turns to literature, 
or the visual arts, architecture or popular culture, for ideas to create its images. 
Deleuze extends this idea to include relations with philosophy or theory, as well 
as with sciences or techniques, as part of a larger image of thought. In the place 
of Kant's 'reflexi'\re' idea of critique, Deleuze wanted to substitute a 'creat:ive' one, 
in which the forms of sensibility that are space and time are themselves tll!own 

TI G. Deleuze, T wo &gimes of Madne.rs, op. cit., p.285; translation modified. 
28 G. D eleuze, Cinema 2, op. cit., p.280. 
29 'I nlerresse11rl is translated as 'mediatocs' in the essay by that title in G . DeJeuze, Negoliafio#S, 

op. a1., p. 121. 
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open to experimentation across many different disciplines at once.30 Deleuze 
adopted Klee's Bauhaus principie 'to make visible' as a watch-word for this proc
ess, and ~1e associated it wiili a question in pair1ting that Robert Delaunay formu
lated \.vhen he declared 'Cezanne broke ilie fruit-dish; too bad the Cubists sewed 
it up again. '31 I t is in this sense that for ilie signs and images of cinema - for its 
logíc, its peculiar manner of thinking with images - tl1ere pre-exists 'no determi
nation technical o r applied', not even a cultural or media-logical one; the signs 
and images must be precisely invented in a long and often difficult process.32 For 

having an idea in cinema, there pre-ex.ists no fixed sphere of competence, only 
available means and an inchoate necessity. As Íl1 any doma~ an idea in cinema is 
sometlling rare, given through many trials, moving back and forili, with many 

dead-ends, where one sometimes looks to othcr arts or disciplines for inspiration. 
Encounters across the arts, or through ideas in the arts, are not govemed by 
fixed models, analogies or morphologies, but rather through the peculiar ways 
one invents to develop ideas, often through sensory means or in sensory spaces 
and time. It is not as if the 'contents' in each art could just be sl1uttled around 
from one 'form' or medium to the next. However, in making such invention 
possible, dispositzft like ilie cinematic are distinguished as someiliing more ilian 

'media'. o r technical supports, more than means of transmitting and receiving in
formaaon; they are, rather, ways of disposing of our senses in such a way as to 
enable tliinking, to make possible ideas. 

The cinematic dispositifDeleuze isolates in tl1e post-War period made possible 
th~ invention of new ways, beyond informing (througl1 documentation) or nar
ratmg (tll!ough traditional characters and stories), to get at the those events we 
~an't ~ake present through merely informing or narrating, or which require the 
invention of new kinds of 'image' that undo the classical division between the 
two. That is why it is so misleading to imagine that new kinds of dispositif simply 
take over or replace older ones. While it used new audio-visual technical means 

the new cinema was not an attempt to supplant the book or the Guttenberg gal~ 
axy, as a hasty reading of Marshall McLuhan might suggest. It was a way of ta.king 
up ~e ~roblems in the 'new novel' to create a 'new cinema', a way of linking 
crean.ve ideas in books with those in darkened rooms. It was a way of break.ing 

30 Del . 'Th 1· . euze wntes: · e un1t commoo to ali of these series of interventions ... is space-time. 
Ali of th d . · ¡· · . e.se 1sc1p m.es commun1cate at the leve! of something that never emerges for its own 
~· bu.t is engaged 1n every creative discipline: the formation of space-times.' See G. Deleuze, 

&'O Regrmes of Madntss, op. cil., p.31 S. 
31 G. D eleuze, Foucauh, op. cit .• pp.52-53. 
32 G. D eleuze. G nema 2, op. cit, p.280. 
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through the se11s11s comtJ1ur1is supposed by our cliché-govemed habits of tl1ought, 
not only for the characters, but also for ftlmmakers and spectators. For there is 
something 'dissensual' in the Ideas that force us to think. T11at is why the new 
cinema led to the emergence o f a new public, the sort of virtual audience tl1at 
Serge Daney thougl1t involved a critica! 'supplement' of a sort. Deleuze thought 
critica! thought sl1ould contínue ín relation to new conditions of informational 
control 33 One is tl1us at sorne distance from the kind of communicational model 
of the public and public space, about which Alexander Kluge and Oskar Negt 
would challenge Jürgen Habermas in their search for ano ther kind of 'public 
sphere'. In the place of a communicational sociability, Deleuze w.:ts interested in 
the w.:ty ftlmmakers exploited the disjunctíons of sound and ímage to expose an
o ther idea, developed pl1ilosopl1ically by both Georg Simmel and Mikl1ail Bak
htín. lndeed, we f111d tl1is notion already in Deleuze's analysis o f 'wordly signs' in 
Proust, to which he retums ín the passages in What is P!Jilosopfty? where he is con
cerned more generally to contrast thinking and communication.34 The problem 
of sociability in cinema migl1t thus be linked to what might be called the sociabil
ity of cinema, or tl1e way it creates new ways of thinking and thii1king togetl1er. 
We thus find a larger principie that Deleuze developed in perhaps it:s most elabo
rate fo rm in his study o f cinema: the idea o f a 'people to come' as a basic pre
supposicion o f philosophy, art, their relations with one another, and their crit:ical 
or political function. 

How then <loes the cínematic change our idea of art? In looking at Deleuze's 

answer to this question from a number of different angles, we may start to better 
see the ways his concepcion o f the cinematic fits with a larger series of transfor
matíons in the arts, and of the idea of art. These transformations suggest new 
zones for pursuing cinema's possibilicies and, perhaps, new ways to play the sin
gular game of art and thinking, for \.vhich Deleuze, in pursing his investigations 
and developing his ideas twenty years ago, offered a larger aesthetic &ame. 

Columbia U niversity 

33 See 'Letter to Serge Daney: Oprimism, Pessmism, and Voyage.', in G. Deleuze, Ntgolia
IÍ01M, o/>· cit., p. 72. Here the function of 'a little bit of art and think.ing' is contrasted with the pub
lic as social consensus and the way it figures in the largec issue of infoanation and control. 

34 See Gilles Deleuze and Félix Guattari, What is Philosop'?y? (trans. Hugh Tomlinson and 
Graham Bucchell)> New Yo rk: Columbia Unive rsity Press, 1994, pp.87-88. Here the problem of 
a 'sociability' in thought in opposition to imperial powec is seen as the start of a problem of 
'philia' in philosophy, t~en up later through notions o f 'fratemity' or 'solidarity' in celation to 
capitalism, and hence to Blanchot's attempt to cethink notions of 'community' and 'communism' 
after the disasrer of the War. 
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